Dear friend of the Wilderness,

There is nothing like dirt under your nails and the smell of fresh mountain air to make the world feel like a better place. Arizona Gives Day is here, and it has our hearts overflowing in just the same way. Today, people of Arizona come together to empower good. Every mission is striving to make the world a better place to live.

AWC is no different, and we are proud to be the only local, state-wide organization focused on protecting and preserving wilderness lands and waters in Arizona. For nearly 40 years, we have actively engaged and empowered citizens to get involved - while restoring their connection to Wilderness.

Thank you for being a part of this, for getting dirt under your fingernails, for breathing in deep.
We are focusing our energy on collaborative action and hands-on stewardship to restore and preserve wilderness and backcountry areas in tangible ways. Together we strive for a wild Arizona.

**Your connection. Your Wilderness.**

**Will you take up today's challenge to invest in Wilderness for the long haul?**

For the wild,

*Barbara*

**PS:** [Did you make your gift](#), and are now looking to get outside? We've got some great opportunities to get dirt under your nails and to smell that wild Wilderness air, and soon. Stay in touch!

[DONATE NOW](#)